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Intralot engages Terraplay technology to provide cross platform 
multiplayer gaming  
 
Stockholm 2006-05-02. Gaming infrastructure provider Intralot uses Terraplay’s system MOVE 
for online and mobile gaming 
 
Intralot, a leading global supplier of integrated gaming and transaction processing systems 
has selected Terraplay’s technology for its B-On platform. Terraplay is a leading supplier of 
multiplayer and connected gaming solutions. 
 
Intralot has integrated Terraplay’s MOVE system to enable optimized communication over mobile 
telecommunication networks to Intralot's B-On gaming platform. All games of B-On extended 
gaming library, including poker and other casino games, lotteries, fixed odds betting, and wagering 
on skill games, are playable as cross-platform between mobile and web. 
  
Intralot is expanding aggressively into the online gaming arena”, says Spiros Pachnis, Director 
of Alternative Channels Business Unit at Intralot, “and the cooperation with Terraplay has allowed 
us to bring out a very exciting and powerful proposition based on new gaming content which 
combines skill and chance elements and leverages multiplayer functionality on both web and 
mobile capable digital devices.” 
 
“Terraplay and Intralot have cooperated closely over the last year to bring out cross 
platform multiplayer gaming", says Sven Hålling, CEO of Terraplay, “and we are excited by the new 
business opportunities emerging from the capabilities of combining play-for-prizes and wagering 
rich content real-time multiplayer online gaming as these are realized by the B-On platform.” 
 
About Intralot 
Intralot, a public company listed on the ASE, is a leading supplier of integrated gaming and 
transaction processing systems, innovative game content and value added services to state-licensed 
gaming organizations worldwide. It’s broad portfolio of products and services, its know-how of 
lottery, betting and video lottery operations, its experience in sports games and its leading-edge 
technology, give Intralot a competitive advantage, which contributes directly to customers’ 
efficiency, profitability and growth. With 33 subsidiaries, 8 business offices, 3.000 people and 
revenues of € 523 million for 2005, Intralot’s footprint straddles five continents.  
 
About Terraplay  
Terraplay operates a global gaming network, enabling game publishers, network operators and 
service providers to deliver revenue-generating connected gaming services to large communities 
across all channels. We offer a complete solution for mobile connected gaming on all platforms, 
including a powerful lobby with strong community tools for all types of games, in-game micro 
billing, asset download, and multiplayer connectivity for turn-based games through to fast-paced 
real-time 3D games. Please visit www.terraplay.com. 
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